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PROBLEM Disconnection runs rampant and rules our
world. Selfishness and greed drive business-as-usual

\ which in turn sets the foundation of our society.

These forces keep us polarized, fail to respect human
rights, and don’t invite sustainable practices. Current
economic and political paradigms could prove fatal to
civilization. What is the answer?

In a word, connection. What if we could effectively
measure and practice empathy and connection with
each other and throughout the whole of society?

SOLUTION HCR offers a new hope and has an answer.
The science and art of Heart-Centered ABA (Applied
Behavior Analysis) provides a practical and empirical
foundation for the revolution of connection.

Heart-Centered ABA is our innovative creation: a
science of human experience with verifiable tools and
practices to reverse and heal the growing rift of
worldwide disconnection. We began developing these
tools at our for-profit sister organization, Bridging
Worlds Behavioral Services, which has used this
heart-centered science to better serve adults and
children with autism and developmental disabilities for
the past 10+ years. We have had verifiable successes
using Heart-Centered ABA, where traditional ABA has
often failed. Now, we’re expanding the science and art
of Heart-Centered ABA to include and connect all
humans.

MISSION Heart-Centered Revolution’s mission is to
revolutionize empathy and connection for all humans
through the application and educational power of
Heart-Centered ABA principles, practices, tools, and
technologies.

The science and principles of Heart-Centered ABA,
such as centering in the heart at will and shaping
behavior, can be used in all human endeavors – from
parenting and families, to business and communities,
and in personal growth. This science is designed to
create environments where we can access and
experience our true potential and become the best
version of ourselves. This experiential science connects
people to one another and to their own hearts.

OBJECTIVES HCR is executing a 3 phase, 18 month
plan to spread Heart-Centered ABA as far and wide
as possible.
1. Further develop and codify core Heart-Centered

ABA tools and curriculum for optimal use across
diverse disciplines and settings. (m1-6)

2. Structure Heart-Centered ABA technology
resources for individuals, families, organizations,
and businesses. Strategically develop alliances with
leaders and influencers to grow a synergistic,
diverse practitioner community. (m7-12)

3. Implement, deliver, and license educational
courseware, apps, and sponsored program
initiatives with an emphasis on assisting economic
and culturally disadvantaged recipients and
communities. (m13-18)

STRATEGIES We are building curricula, practices,
programs, initiatives, and apps to ensure we
accomplish our mission.
1. Books, articles, social media, leader alliances with

early adopters, video series, online courses,
workshops, and events are continuously released to
spread the tools and practices.

2. Mobile and desktop app technology development
will be engaged to best enable access,
personalization, domain specific application, and
utilization of Heart-Centered ABA practice systems
as they are developed, released, and promoted.

3. Local and regional sponsored program initiatives
are designed and delivered, including contract
services to organizations and local government.

ACTIONS We are developing core product and service
assets which will invite sponsorship, and generate and
sustain revenue.
1. Seeking a number of key donor partnerships and

collaborations with foundations to help fund our
3-phase plan.

2. Develop a series of media properties and programs
which can help to virally launch crowd funded
initiatives.

3. Establish a core intellectual property (IP) licensing
and practitioner certification program.

TEAM Heart-Centered Revolutions assembled a
seasoned team in high-tech, heart-centered,
entrepreneurial operations.
● Adam Bulbulia, BCBA, Founder and Visionary
● William Moulton, Tech and Business Lead
● Ann Marie Foley, Director of Operations
● Terra Friedman, Media and Curricula Lead
● Theo Tehrani, Marketing and Promotion Lead

STATUS HCR has developed valuable intellectual
property, provided Heart-Centered ABA services,
and built a group of allies.
This includes technical and business development
services to Bridging Worlds Behavioral Services,
published 3 books, conducted 3 workshop series
events, published 65 articles, and delivered guidance,
ongoing training and consultation to organizations and
business clients. In addition, we are designing a mobile
app.

FINANCE Seeking $1.5 million in development grants
and program sponsorship, with use of funds directed
as follows:
1. $250k for Heart-Centered ABA curriculum and

asset development.
2. $250k for initiative program design, mobile apps

and courseware development.
3. $350k for media development, sales, marketing

and social outreach and promotion.
4. $450k to sponsor initiatives for disadvantaged

populations through local and state government,
and provide NGO contracting services.

5. $200k for general administrative overhead.


